oComm: Overlapping Community Detection in Multi-view Brain Network.
Many efforts have been made on developing multi-view network community detection approaches. However, most of them can only reveal non-overlapping community structure. In this paper, we propose a novel approach for Overlapping Community Detection in Multi-view Brain Network (oComm). For modeling the overlapping community structure, a community membership strength vector is introduced for each node in each view, based on which a network generative model is designed to measure the within-view community quality. For measuring the consistency of overlapping community structures across different views, the Jaccard similarity is adopted to measure the first-order structural consistency of one node across different views, based on which a cross-view community consistency model is established. One objective function is defined by integrating the above two components. By solving the objective function via the alternative coordinate gradient ascent method, the optimal community membership strength vectors are generated, from which the multi-view overlapping community structure is obtained. Additionally, this study collects a set of EEG data of 147 subjects from Department of Otolaryngology of Sun Yat-sen Memorial Hospital, Sun Yat-sen University, based on which three multi-view brain networks are constructed. Comparison results with several existing approaches have confirmed the effectiveness of the proposed method.